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Compulocks 820BRCH holder Active holder Tablet/UMPC, Mobile
phone/Smartphone Black

Brand : Compulocks Product code: 820BRCH

Product name : 820BRCH

Tablet Rugged Case Holder

Compulocks 820BRCH holder Active holder Tablet/UMPC, Mobile phone/Smartphone Black:

The new Tablet Rugged Case Holder allows you to double your protection since it secures most
protective cases on the market. The rugged tablet holder sports an adjustable cradle, which allows you
to use a multitude of tablets and cases with one product!

A main feature of the Rugged Case Mount is that it allows for a quick lock and release of the tablet while
remaining in-case. Thus, offering versatility, flexibility and security for just about any workspace, making
it suitable for hospital, kitchen, office, car and retail store settings.

Our new universal solution is vital to the integration of tablet use in the office and on the go, keeping the
device secure and functional.
The Universal Rugged Case Holder fits all major tablets – iPad, Galaxy, Surface and more – and all major
casing brands including Griffin, Targus and Otterbox.

Design

Type * Active holder

Mobile device type * Tablet/UMPC, Mobile
phone/Smartphone

Proper use * Indoor
Product colour * Black

Multimedia

Built-in speaker(s)

Ergonomics

Swivel angle 360°

Other features

Mounting type Wall
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